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A New Solution Built on the Relativity Platform

The Problem
Patent search often requires outsourcing to third parties with highly variable price tags and slow turnaround times. 
 
 
The Solution

A patent search offering that delivers high-quality results in less than two business days. The solution is built 
on proven technology and informed by Relativity e-discovery foundations, but requires no prior product 
knowledge. 
 
 
Ready to Try, Risk Free

Let us know how it works, at no charge. Run a historical search to compare real-world results, or a new 
patentability or invalidity search – with results in one to two business days.

Two Service Options 
 
Run Your Own Searches

• Input a reference patent and relevant metadata  
(priority date, etc.).

• Ingest all relevant patents by classification in  
one click.

• Review potential references as soon as import  
and indexing are complete, all sorted by  
conceptual similarity.

• Refine results by priority claims, additional terms of  
art, other search terms, or known patent holders.

 

Let Us Run Searches for You

• Provide a reference patent. 

• Within two business days, receive a report of the  
top 50 references, including concept scores.

• Refine, expand, and iterate the search as needed at  
no extra charge.

• Receive a detailed, branded invoice for easy  
pass-through billing.

PATENTS
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By automatically pulling data from the face of the patent, you’re able to quickly see results in near real-time. You have the 
flexibility to refine your search criteria as often as needed before you submit your results for review. Once your patents are 
ready to review, they’re assigned a rank so you have a curated list of relevant results.

Try your first search today at no cost.  
Get in touch.
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